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1. Preamble.
This guide cover The EU Packaged Tour Directive, the UK ATOL rule on air travel, your rights under UK’s
consumer protection and in compliance with the Saudi rule on establishment of contract for a Haj Tour.
The aim is to unequivocally identify what is on offer in order to help you to match your expectations and to
make you understand what we will be expecting from you. Transparency on both sides is the key.
The government of Saudi Arabia has consistently improved its service to hujjajs and have been pouring
money to modernise the two Harmains, Al Mashaer and the infra structure of their transportation and
medical facilities.
Despite these modernisation difficulties remain and is a great test for visiting pilgrims.
Sheer volume of vehicles and the emission of burnt fossil fuel from its engines and the gathering of over 3
million visitors inside a limited space brings different kinds of difficulties causing conflicts and health
problems.
The most difficult period is the five days of Haj where even the most tolerant human being is subjected to
the limit of their tolerance.
Over 3 million people, from all parts of the world, congregate there. All with their own different culture,
language, understanding, beliefs and human interaction and, most importantly, each with own excitement
and zeal to worship in the precinct of the Masjid and to please Allah SWT in the process of which they
become oblivious of those around them. In-advertant and un-intended pushing is common place which
often cause injury to sentiment if not to your physical being. Patience is in high demand.

2. Reference from The Noble Quran and Hadith.

ً ِطا َع إِلَ ْي ِه َسب
َ ت َم ِن ا ْس َت
َ ﷲ َغ ِن ﱞي َع ِن ْال َعالَ ِمين
ِ اس ِحجﱡ ْالبَ ْي
َ يال َو َمن َكفَ َر فَإ ِ ﱠن ﱠ
ِ ِ َعلَى النﱠ+َو ِ ﱠ
And Pilgrimage to the House is incumbent upon men for the sake of Allah, (upon) every one
Selfwho is able to undertake the journey to it; and whoever disbelieves, then surely Allah is Self
sufficient, above any need of the worlds. (Aal(Aal-e-Imran, Chapter #3, Verse
Verse # 97)
+
ِ َوأَتِ ﱡموا ْال َح ﱠج َو ْال ُع ْم َرةَ ِ ﱠ
And complete the Hajj or Umrah in the service of Allah
(Al(Al-Baqara, Chapter #2, Verse # 196)
At-Tirmidhi (738) and an-Nasaa’i (2631) narrated that ‘Abdullah ibn Mas‘ood said: The
Messenger of Allah (blessings and peace of Allah be upon him) said: “Make the Hajj and
‘Umrah follow each other closely, for they remove poverty and sins as the bellows removes
the dross of iron, gold and silver, and an accepted Hajj brings no less a reward than
Paradise.” Classed as hasan by Shaykh al-Albaani in Saheeh Sunan at-Tirmidhi.

AlAl-Bukhaari (1773) and Muslim (1349) narrated from Abu Hurayrah (may Allah be
pleased with him) that the Messenger of Allah (blessings and peace of Allah be upon
upon him)
said: “…an accepted Hajj brings no reward but Paradise.”
We, at Sada e Madina, are thankful to Allah for having chosen us for providing you, His Guest, the
necessary service and facility to enable you in fulfilling your duty to HIM in completing your Hajj
satisfactorily, comfortably and in safety.

3. Ilal Barakah Haj, in partnership with Sada e Madina, its objective and its management structure.
We have been offering pilgrimage service since 1994. We are based in Huddersfield. Apart from
pilgrimage we also offer worldwide airline ticketing and catering.
Hence, we have an extensive experience of public service by the Grace of Allah SWT.
We belong to Ahl Sunnah wa Jama’ah and follow the school of Imam Abu Hanifa.
We accept any muslim, for our Haj tour, who believes in Allah SWT and Nabi Mohammed SAW as
the final and the seal of all prophets. They must also acknowledge and accept the succeeding four
main Khalifa ul Rashideen.
For the purpose of Hajj, the following are the core staff and consultants.

Hafez Munir Ahmed. The company’s Munazzem responsible for organising all protocols of Haj
within Saudi Arabia.
Hafez Mansur Aziz. The company’s Director with responsibility for logistics.
Ismail Simjee. Director of Ilal Barakah Haj Ltd and strategic consultant for Sada e Madina.
Osaamah Mansur. The company’s strategic manager for marketing, housing
and the company’s interface with our pilgrims.
Talha Mansur. The company’s main consultant on the travel plan and tour.
Sadek Sheikh. The company’s central manager for the Saudi Arabian sector.

4. Itenerary.
A short summary of our itinerary is that our tour and programme is built around an economical
package and based on a non-shifting travel plan.
We offer a three weeks and a two weeks tour with flights from Manchester and London and,
where possible, also from Birmingham and Newcastle.
We visit Makkah first and Madinah Munawwara after Haj.
Subject to prevailing regime on traffic control, we also organise sight seeing tours in Makka and
Madina.
We aim to arrange the return back home on flights from Madina airport.

5. What to take with you for your journey.











Travel light. You will be carrying whatever you take with you.
Bear in mind the baggage/luggage allowance by your airliner.
Bear in mind that the coaches, for overland transfer, has limited space.
Around 5 changes of garments for both males and females.
Male need one set of Ihram material.
Loose but sturdy footwear.
Prescribed medicine and the prescription.
Mobile battery charger and a powerbank.
Appropriate toiletries and a towel.
Travel iron and mini kettle.

6. Your Plan and Preparations.

 Determine, if not established already, your aqeedah seeking family and known qualified
scholars assistance. This is important as it is the influencing guide to completing your Hajj
within the parameters of your school of thought or aqeeda or mazhab.
 We, as your tour organisers, do not seek to interfere or to influence you from your
particular school.
 Likewise, we expect you not to intrude, knowingly or inadvertantly, in what other pilgrims
follow or believe.
 Our group scholars will be delivering khutba and advise based on the collective views of the
scholars of our Deen and will be mindful of your particular believe when addressing your
question when as and when that may arise.
 Determine your Budget beforehand and make allowances for expenditures outside of the
group package cost. This may include your qurbani, your plan for shopping, eating out,
paying for medicines should you be ill and for professional treatments if hospitalised and for
any other emergency that could arise.
 Plan for the duration of absence from your family, employment or business commitments.
 Assess your physical ability to undertake the demands of the journey of Hajj on your health
and, where necessary, consult your GP for advise.

 Plan for change in your daily routine from the one you are used to in UK to a different one in
order to adapt with the need to worship in the Haram.
 Plan, in advance, to cope with long walks and often slow moving crowd on the routes to and
from Haram, inside and outside of the Haram and from your camp to Jamaraat.
 You must disclose to us any disability you may have. We cannot and do not provide care
service. Please plan for such needs.
 Environment, atmosphere, temperaments, mind frame of pilgrims from the world over and
in a confined limited space brings challenging differences. You must plan to cope with such
challenges which, otherwise, can ruin your Haj.

 Research the aspects of Hajj and its processes and learn the basic strands through relevant
literature and from the scholars of your school of thought to help you perform your Haj
correctly.
 “Hajj is [during] well-known months, so whoever has made Hajj obligatory upon himself
therein [by entering the state of ihram], there is [to be for him] no sexual relations and no
disobedience and no disputing during Hajj. And whatever good you do – Allah knows it. And
take provisions, but indeed, the best provision is fear of Allah . And fear Me, O you of
understanding.” [197]

 Travel lightly for it is you who will be carrying your luggage. A majority of airliners allows you
just one suitcase. The coaches for internal transfer have limited space and there is
practically none in the camps for anyone.
 Plan your part as a team member and comply with the requirements set in this Hajj Guide
booklet and advise issued by the group leaders.



Once you have settled in your hotel in Makkah, acquaint yourself with the hotel access, its
facilities, the meal timings, the prayer times and, if sharing with others, get familiar with
them and either individually or collectively plan your daily routines such as going to Masjid
etc.

 There is only one door key for each room. Please ensure that the key to your room is left
with the receptionist when leaving the hotel. This will ensure that others, sharing the room,
are not left locked out when they return to hotel.

 Important information is announced at meal time or posted on notices. We ask that you
make sure you are aware of such news.

 Khutba or Bayaans will be delivered by our Ulemas as well as special separate bayaans for
sisters by “Aapas”. Please take full benefit from such lectures.

 In Makkah, there will be secluded dining area for sisters only where those observing full
hijab can have the freedom of having their meal in seclusion. Male companions are not
permitted to enter the designated dining area.

 Likewise, there are separate rooms for sisters and brothers. Please ensure the privacy of
such segregation at all times.

7. What we need from you.
 Your enquiry about our package.
 Discuss with us, as many times as you like, using any method of
communications, all aspects of the package until you are satisfied and happy to
book your haj with us.
 Ask for our Terms & Conditions and discuss any aspect of that if you do not
understand its meaning.
 Download our Booking Form and complete and send that back ensuring you
have understood our Terms & Conditions, declared all your disability/ies, if
any, and paying the initial deposit.
 Send us a copy of your passport and one photograph.
 Give us your consent to add you to our whatapp forum which we use to
broadcast all important communications.
 By Ramadan, complete your full payment if not done so already.
 Send us your passport/s and other associated documents in case of holding a
foreign nationality and your medical certificates of immunisation against
Meningitis ACW&Y Strains when we ask you to.
 Attend our Haj Seminar which is part of the contractual agreement with us for
your Haj tour.

8.

What we offer.
 Transparent and reliable service
 We commit ourselves to promising what we know we can deliver.
 Ours is a budget package built around an affordable tour.
 Our dates of travel are subject to change by up to 48 hours because of our
reliance on airliner’s ability to allocate our block group booking request.
 Our hotels in Makkah and Madinah are fit for purpose and provide creature
comfort. We do not believe in star rating of our hotels during the Haj season
due to the massive turnover.
 Room service is available only on request and whilst the room is in occupation.
 We offer a daily half board meal as a compliment from us. This means your
meal is not part of your package and you are free to take this offer or avail
your meal from elsewhere.
 Meal is to be consumed only in the hotel’s dining area and not to be taken into
your rooms.
 Do not help yourself to the dining room equipment for personal use in your
room.
 All food and drinks, provided by us at mealtimes, is to be consumed in the
dining room only. Tea bags, Coffee, Milk, Bottled drinks, Sugar etc are for the
purpose of use in the dining area only.
 The food is prepared by our own chefs outside of the hotel location and
transported daily by our contractor. It is mainly an indo Pakistani menu and
not suited to those on specific diets nor is it suited for those with nut allergy
and nor is the meal gluten free.

 Dining room staff are employed by our Catering service. They are not responsible to us. Any
issues around the dining facilities must be taken up with us and not the dining room staff.
 As the meal is complimentary from us, we expect understanding and co-operation from you
towards consideration for others. This include speedy consumption of your meal and to
return the used utensils back to designated area and ensuring that the table, you have used,
is cleared of waste, cups, bottles and plates or trays and cleaning up any spillages so that
those using the tables find them usable.
 Allocation of rooms, in the hotel’s lower floors is based on those who have booked first.
 Those sharing a room has additional responsibility of care for fellow sharers’ comfort and
needs and personal hygiene and cleanliness especially the use of the fridge in your room.
 Other than small garments, doing your laundry in the hotel is not permitted because of the
cost of water supply and of space to dry your washing as that may become obstacle or
hindrance to your other room mates.
 Smoking is absolutely prohibited anywhere in the hotel or in the camps.
 We will organise your mazaarat ( sight seeing tours) in Makkah and Madinah subject to the
traffic control by the local Police or due to time constraints for those on short tour.
 If you have guest/s visiting you in your hotels in Makkah or Madinah than they are not
allowed in to your rooms if it is shared by others. If the room is in your possession than you
can entertain your guest in there.
 Your guest cannot stay with you or spend the night in your room. You can take your guest
for a meal, if it is meal time, once only and subject to our express permission.
 Your meal is catered through a contract where payment is made per head. All food and
drink and catering equipment belongs to the caterer. As such nothing must be taken from
the dining room or its other service room.

 Food and grocery is available easily around your hotel. You are advised to buy
your own provisions including drinking water for your consumption outside the
meal times in the dining room.
 We remind you that you are on Haj and that there is a very fine line separating
Halal and Haram acts. Borrowing anything, even a tea bag from the dining
room without permission will test your understanding of this thin divide.

9. What we cannot deliver.
 We do not provide transport to the UK airports for your departure nor for
return home upon your flight back to UK excepting the pilgrims from
Huddersfield.
 We do not provide personal service or care service for frail, elderly or disabled
or any instruments, aids such as wheelchairs.
 Elederly, frail and disabled person are advised to ensure they have someone
with them to take care of their mobility and other needs.
 In the hotels in Makkah and Madinah, We cannot provide an automatic and
daily room service. This include room and bathroom cleaning, sheet and towel
changes etc.
 We do not provide laundry service. However, a private laundry man will visit
the hotel, in Makkah, daily to collect and launder your garments and return at
a price far less than what an outside laundry will charge. We are not liable for
the quality and timing of his service.
 Qurbani, Hadi or Nahar is not included in the package. We will try and assist
you, if we can, once we are in Makkah and advise you on the cost and timing.
 Meal is not part of your package. We will offer a complimentary half board
meal daily in the hotels.
 Transport and meal on the day we perform Tawaf Ziarat and Sai Ziarat is not
included in the package.
 We cannot take responsibility for your possessions such as your luggage,
valuables and other personal items.
 There are no porter services available anywhere to carry your luggage.
 Mobile phones are usually the most risky items that easily get lost especially
on coaches and in mina tents. Once lost, they are impossible to find even if you
are able to track them.

10.
 An ID Card, issued by Sada e Madina. It contains your passport number, the names of
your hotels and, on its back, the contact numbers of your group leaders. You must take
care of it and wear it 24/7.

 Two wristbands. One issued by us and the other by our mutawwif. The one, red colour,
issued by us must be worn at all times.

 The one, in blue, will be issued by our mutawwif service on the day you are to be
transferred to Mina and serves as your Mina ID without which you will be refused to
enter the camps.
 Your passport will be taken away once you board the coach to Makkah at Jedda Haj
terminal and kept by the mutawwif service. In return, the mutawwif will issue an official
ID Card which you must wear 24/7. This ID Card serves as your passport.

 On the day of Haj Seminar, your passports and other documents will be returned back to
you.

 A ladies Khimar.

 Ihram Garment for man.

 A cabin bag

 An umbrella and a string bag.

 A bag containing
1. Shoulder bag.
2. A book of Prayers and supplications.
3. A finger bead counter and a click counter.
4. Belt for suitcase.
5. ID Badge lanyard
6. Suitcase ID Badges.

11.

The Booking Form.
This is available online from our website.
All of our Hujjajs are required to complete this form singly for everyone if there are more
than one wishing to book their Haj with us.
We construct our plan based on this form especially as we do not require your passports
until Ramadan.
You must have read our terms and conditions before completing this form and disclose
the condition of your health in this form.

12.

Disability.
We wish to remind you that there are no proper facilities for the frail, elderly or those
who are wheelchair users anywhere in KSA except in the Haram.
Wheelchair pushers are available only in Makkah and they are very expensive. A pickup
from hotel and drop back after just a tawaf will cost £100 whilst a wheelchair service
inside the Haram for just a tawaf can cost £50 plus.
We have no facility or human resources to arrange personal care or support. We will
accept your booking, under the circumstances, only if you have the necessary personal
support with you.
There are no facility for wheelchair users in the camps especially in Arafah and Muzdalifa
whilst there are commode type toilets in Mina in which a wheelchair cannot be taken in.
We urge all those who are frail or require care assistance to carefully consider the worth
of a Haj journey as Haj is difficult as it is for those who are fit and healthy.
There are no facilities to store your wheelchair outside of the allocated tents nor inside.
Wheelchairs left outside the tents are at the owner’s risk and Sada e Madina will not be
liable for its safe keeping.

13.

SUMMARY OF OUR TERMS AND CONDITION.
 Communications.
We encourage our potential hujjajs to communicate with us using all available methods so
that you have nothing left un-answered about the journey of a life time.
We will have a whatapp broadcast forum to keep you informed on developments and post
your questions, with our answer, for other hujjajs to benefit from if our answer, to your
question, is also of value to them.
 Hajj Seminar.

 As our customer, you are obliged to attend our Haj Seminar where final information on your
journey will be made and your documentations handed to you.

Payments.
 We encourage our Hujjaj to ensure that they are fully confident to make their Haj booking
with us. We expect a minimum of £2500 deposit and completing the balance before the
month of Ramadan.
 An ATOL receipt will be issued to you once we have received payment from you.

 Flights.
We organise our flights from Manchester and London Heathrow with the possibility also
from Birmingham and Newcastle. We send requests for seats on scheduled and non
scheduled flights from all major carriers. We try to get direct flights into Jedda, however,
that is not possible most of the time. As such there is at least one stop-over, on our way to
Jedda and on our return back to UK. We usually get our return flights from Madina airport
but that depends on how our group block booking allocation is managed by the carriers.
 Getting and returning from the airports in UK.
Our Hujjajs have to make their own arrangements for this unless you reside in Huddersfield
and if we have a group transport available for the Huddersfield residents.

 You must report for your flight at least five hours beforehand and check in ensuring you
have your passports, evisas and medical certificates with you. Airliner staff check your
medical notes and may refuse you from boarding should you fail to produce such notes.
 Please report for your flight, at the specific airport in UK, in good time. We will not be liable
for your missed flight.

 Haj flights have no facilities for you to book your seats in advance and will often not seat
you together for both the flight to Jedda and the return flights back home. We, as your
group organisers, have no say in such event.
Ihram and Meqat Point.
 Other than a direct flight to Jedda, men should change their civilian garment into the two
piece of Ihram material once they are in the departure lounge in UK airports. On a flight
with an en-route stop-over, there may not be sufficient time available if the flight from UK is
late or delayed and, in that instant, you will be hurried to board your connecting flight with
no time allowed to change.
 The intention, for Ihram, should be made only when nearing the meqat point on board the
flight to Jedda. You will get advance call by the flight captain over this.
You can, if you wish, change into your Ihram status from your home or from UK airports
with the Niyyah or intention for your Ihram if you feel confident about maintaining the
status until your arrival umra is completed in Makkah.

Jedda Haj Terminal. The arrival process
 You will complete you dis-embarkation card, prior to immigration, in the arrival lounge.

 You will proceed to immigration.

 Collect your baggage.

 Buy your phone Simcards.

 Wait to be called for transfer to Makka.

 Board your coach to Makkah.



RAWDAH KHALIL HOTEL. MAKKAH.
Ibrahim Khalil Street, Misfilla. 850 meters from Haram.12 minute walk.

 Arrive in Hotel in Makkah and be welcomed by the Mutawwif
 You will be allocated your rooms or keys and asked to check into your rooms. You will have
to carry your luggage to your allocated rooms yourselves as there are no porters for that.
 You will be given information about:
a) Dining Hall and meal times.
b) Congregational salah times.
c) Advise on the performing of your umra either on your own or with group.
 Routine.
Once you had performed your umra you will be free to adapt to the environment and adopt
your own personal daily routine of visiting the Haram and your own pattern of rest and
socialising with other group members.

 Meal.

 Reminder that the meal available to you is half board and a compliment from us.
 Food is to be consumed only in the dining room. Everything in the dining area is for use in
that area alone and you are not free to help yourself to various items to be taken to your
rooms.
 Meal times are available on notices and you must make use of those time within which to
avail your meal.
 The dining room will be closed once mealtime has elapsed.
 The dining room capacity is not sufficient to serve everyone in one sitting. Please be
considerate for others and finish your meal swiftly.
 Please do not waste the food. What you help yourself, on a buffet system, is what you
should consume. Our advise is that you do not overfill your tray and to help yourself to a
second or third round as long as you are able to empty your tray by eating instead of
wasting its content.
Allah Says in the Holy Quran Chapter 7 Surah Aaraaf verse 31:

ِ
ﲔ
 ِﻪُ َﻻ ُﳛ ﻣَ ْﺴ ِﺠ ﺪٍ َو ُﻛ ﻠُﻮا َوا ْﺷ َﺮﺑُﻮا َوَﻻ ﺗُ ْﺴ ﺮِﻓُﻮا ۚ◌ إِﻧﻨﺪ ُﻛ ﻞ
َ ِي َ◌ ا ﺑَ ِﲏ آدَ مَ ُﺧ ُﺬ وا زِﻳﻨَﺘَ ُﻜ ْﻢ ﻋ
َ ﺐ ا ﻟْ ُﻤ ْﺴ ﺮِﻓ
“O children of Adam! Attend to your embellishments at every time of prayer.
and eat and drink and be not extravagant. surely He does not love the
extravagant.

Sayyidina Jabir (May Allah be pleased with him) reported that the Prophet (Peace
be upon him) said.
“When one of you eats his meal and a morsel falls down. he must pick it up
and remove the doubtful portion and eat the rest. He must not leave it for
the devil.” Reference: Jami’ Tirmidhi, authenticated by al-Albani.
 We have no waiter service in the dining hall. We expect you to clear the table of your waste
such as used disposable cups, trays and wiping up any spillages.

 Please do not interrogate or accuse the dining room staff about your meal. Any complaint
must be made to our manager or any group leader.
 Your Guests.
You are the Guest of Allah. A guest of the guest of Allah is, therefore, our guest and we are
pleased that you have such guests to certain expectations and limits.
If you are in a shared room, with others, than you must not take your guest to your room.
If you are in occupation of the whole room than you may take the guest to your room.
However, your guest must not over-stay or sleep in your room.
Should your guest visit you at a meal time than you are allowed to have him take the meal
with you just at one meal only and with our permission. Your guest is not allowed to stay for
another meal.
Your guest cannot perform his/her haj with you in our camps.

 Scholars will deliver talks, lectures or khutbas daily until haj is over and we prepare to
transfer to Madina.
There may be separate talks for sisters only by other sisters.
Such lecture timings will be announced on notices and on whatapp.
Please respect the scholars even if you do not find their lectures to your agreement or
belief. Speak to the group leaders should you have a dis-agreement.
 We plan to communicate with you as much as possible Such communications can be
through regular posting of notices and through whatapp source or announcement or
through lectures and khutbas by the scholars.
We aim to have a group leader available, in the reception area, at specific times daily for
you to speak to and seek information or advise etc.
Contact phone numbers are given on the back of your group ID Cards should you need
assistance at times when group leaders are not on duty or if there is an emergency.

Emergencies.

Should you be lost, when away from your hotel or from the camps, or ill and require help,
contact the hotel’s reception in the first instant or any group leader you can find or phone
the group leader.
There is a health centre, on the left of the hotel, on Ibrahim Khalil Road if you need medical
attention.

There are medical clinics in Mina and Arafah for emergency treatments.

Mazaarat.
We will organise the mazaarat trip subject to permission by the Makka traffic police.

We will organise the mazaarat trip in Madina.
Mazaarat, in Makkah, will be on a specified date, at around 7 am after an early breakfast.
Jabal Rehmat is the only spot where you will be able to come off your coach. Visits to
other sites will be on a passing by basis.
Likewise in Madina except that you will have the opportunity to offer the “tahayyat
ul masjid at Masjid Quba and Masjid Qiblatain and allowed off the coach at the site
of Uhud.

TRANSFER TO MINA

14.

The Five Days of Haj – The Challenges.
Haj is a test of your resilience. Despite modernisations and consistent developments and
improvements, it is the most challenging of all in anyone’s life.
Sheer crowd, atmospheric pollution, mixture of culture and the demanding nature of the
worship rarely allow your good nature and patience left un-stretched.
The most difficult part of your journey is during the five days of haj in the camps of Mina,
Arafah and the overnight stay in the open plain of Muzdalifa.
The walks to Jamaraat and back and the visit to Makka to complete the Tawaf and Sai
Ziaraat is indeed the limits to endurance.

Our Mutawwif number is 39. The number of Haj Groups, under his organisation, vary
between 20 to 22 with a total of around 5000 hujjajs under his service.

The camps, for muslim Europa, are furthest from Jamaraat. The walking distance to
Jamaraat is approximately two kilometres and the return walk is two and half kilometres.
Toilets are squatting type cubicles with a shower head on the top.
Just one western type commode in every specific row of the toilets and these are without
seats. The showerhead is above the commode.
No toilet papers or tissues available.
Around an hour before congregational prayer times, all toilets become over subscribed
with long queues outside each cubicles.

15.

Transfer to Al Mashaer.
Your valuable, money etc can be deposited in the custody of a designated group leader for
safekeeping in your absence.
All pilgrims must have put on Ihram and made Niyya for Haj, on 7th Zul Haj and be ready for
transferring to Mina camps after dinner.
The transfer will be organised in a manner determined by the group leaders beginning with
the elderly and may either be from the top most floor of the hotel building and on floor by
floor.
The government allocates only two buses to shift 350 hujjajs. Hence, maximising the use of
the coach will be the priority whereby many hujjajs will ride their way to mina standing.
Hujjaj are required to stay in their room and sleep. Congregating in the hotel lobby is unhelpful as you will become a hindrance to those who we will be asking to board the coaches
once we have them available.
With full co-operation and understanding by our hujjajs, we will endeavout to have you all
shifted as speedily as possible.
Mina camps are just about four miles from our hotel. However, the government will be
shifting 3.5 million hujjajs that evening and night and that, inevitably, create grid-lock which
delays the transfer.

16.

The Camps.

There is space for sleeping only on a folding sofabed. There is no space for luggage. Hence,
you are asked to take minimum amount of luggage as there is no space even for a cabin size
bag.

Sleeping is communal. Male and females in segregated tents.

Strict rules on segregation apply. Male and female are to observe the privacy of segregation
and must not enter each other’s tent under any circumstances.
You need just one change of Ihram, a sleeping bag, toiletries, a spare pair of footwear and
your medication.
Meal, during the stay in camps, is supplied by the mutawwif service and consumed inside
the camps.

Congregational salah is performed on its appropriate time inside the camps. Ladies can
choose to join the salah from within their tent, linked through speaker system, or offer that
individually.
Regular “khutba” or bayaans will be delivered by our group scholar or other qualified
scholars and announcements made over the speaker systems.

The tents have air coolers as well as air conditioners. Our tents are gypsum boarded for
extra insulation to maintain comfortable ambience inside the tents.
Footwear must not be used inside the tents as the floor is used for offering salah. You must
keep your footwear, wrapped in a plastic or other material, with you inside the tents.
Footwear must not be left outside.
Each sofabed is marked with its occupants name and photo. The sofabed is designated for
one person only and must be folded up when it is salah time or khutba/bayaan being made.
Toilet facility is communal with squatting type pans and a shower head above.
There is only one commode type toilet and is without a seat. The shower head is above the
commode.
When using the communal toilets, you are advised to leave your phone, watch and wallet
with a colleague you share in the tent.
Male and female toilets are segregated. Near salah times, these facilities are over
subscribed with long queues forming outside each cubicle with long waiting time due to
specific need of the individual using it either to answer the call of nature or deciding to take
a long shower without regard to long lines outside.

Emergency services are available as and when needed with health centres, clinics and
emergency hospitals around our campsites.
Shops selling various items for daily needs are available in the designated area for shops.

ARAFAH

We will transfer you to Arafah on 9th Zul Hajj in the coaches supplied by mutawwif at a time
determined by when our turn is.
This is the Day that you have travelled all the way from UK for. Our group scholar will advise
and guide you on how to manage your time that day.
Male and female are segregated.
Meal will be provided by mutawwif. There are open area for you to go and stand to
supplicate or shaded area under parabolas and garden chairs.
Hot and cold drink is available throughout the day.
Toilet facilities, in Arafah, is better than in Mina with two storey buildings and ablution area
within. The toilets are squatting type only.
If possible, collect your pebbles in Arafah for use in Jamaraat. You need to collect 49
And because you may not get to Muzdalifah in time to collect them from there.
Congregational salah will be performed. Those wishing to combine their Zohor with
Asar can do so once the zohor salah is completed and allowing those to join their
Asar salah by those who intend to offer their asar salah at asar time.
Maghrib salah will be delayed and offered once we transfer you to Muzdalifa. The transfer
for the entire camp 39 users is organised in an agreed discipline and on pre-determined
allocation times drawn through a “lot”. Hence, our turn will be determined accordingly and
we will inform you in good time.
Until our turn comes, after the “qayam” of Arafah is over by maghrib time, we will all stay in
our tents and engage in worship.
A food parcel will be given to you all for consuming in the evening either in Arafah or, if you
wish, once you reach Muzdalifa.
To avoid pressure and long queues in Muzdalifa, you are advised to ensure you dispense
with your call of nature after the qayam time is over in Arafah and that you are in wudu.

MUZDALIFA.

Once you reach Muzdalifa with others in your coach, follow the group leader and securing a
place if you can all be together depending on when you reach Muzdalifa.
Next, offer your maghrib and eisha salah in combination followed by witr.
Next, if you had not collected pebbles in Arafah, than do so now in Muzdalifa.
Muzdalifa is an open space site and not secured for mutawwif 39 as it allows overflow from
adjacent mutawwif offices.
Hence, it will be difficult for our group to be together and very likely that we will be
dispersed.
Hujjas will continue to arrive from Arafah throughout the night and it will be not peaceful
due to continuous stream of arrivals, shouting, vehicular noise and atmosphere pollution
due to fumes and dust.
You will have the option to walk from Muzdalifa to you Mina camps or wait for the
mutawwif’s coaches to begin the transfer.
Mina camps are just around 2 kilometers. Check with your group leader for advise and
guidance on whichever option you choose.
There will be much chaos and dis-orderly behaviours by hujjajs trying to get on the coaches
to Mina. We advise you to protect your haj and keep away from such aggravations and
follow your group leaders.
You will, InshaAllah, get to your camps.

10, 11 & 12 Zul Hajj.

There are no vehicular access to the Jamaraat from our camps. Access to Jamaraat is by
pedestrian route passing through long tunnels. It is approximately two kilometers to
Jamaraat from our camps.
The government issues the timing to mutawwifs so as to organise orderly walk to Jamaraat.
Hence, you or the group is not at liberty to choose when to action the RAMI Jamaraat or to
visit Makkah to complete the Tawaf and Sai Ziarat.
Upon arriving back, from Muzdalifa, you will be asked to take some rest, have a shower and
breakfast.
A walk to Jamaraat will be organised and information passed on to you all so that the group
will go together and either return back to the camps or to transfer to Makka from Jamaraat.
Makkah is approximately three miles away from Jamaraats. There are no government
organised transport from Jamaraat or from the Shisha part of Aziziya to the Haram.
You will have the option, if you are healthy, fit and have no other dependants with you, to
walk to Haram.
Otherwise your group leader will negotiate with any bus driver to engage his bus or coach to
transport you to Makkah and the cost will be shared by everyone riding that vehicle
regardless of whether you have a seat or ride all the way standing.
The group may decide either to be dropped off near our hotel or near Haram. You will have
the option to complete the remaining process of haj which is the Tawaf and Sai Ziara.
You will return to the hotel and organise your meal and take a rest.
If your Qurbani, for discharge of Ihram is to be arranged by you than you should do so. If the
qurbani is to be organised by the group than you should comply with the instruction of your
group leader.
The process, for those following Hanafi school, is to wait, after you have completed your
Rami and the Tawaf and Sai, for your qurbani to be performed. Qurbani, under Hanafi
school, cannot take place until you have done the RAMI.

Once your group leader has informed you about the qurbani having been offered, you get
your hair cut or shaven. You can now shed your Ihram garment and wear your normal
civvies.
You have the option, if you are confident and know your way, to make your own way to
Mina camps. Otherwise, follow your group leader and assemble at the agreed time in the
hotel lobby for transfer back to the camps on bus or coach and to pay for that service.
Meal is not available from the group for the whole 5 days duration of stay in the camps. It is
contracted from our Mutawwif and made available daily at appropriate meal times.
We have no say in the the type of food supplied by the Mutawwif. He has over 3000 other
hujjajs from all parts of the world to be fed. Hence, the menu will reflect the diversity of the
hujjajs.
If you organise a meal, on the 10th Z Haj, in your hotel than you are advised to use your
room or lobby and not the restaurant. No equipment or provision in the restaurant is to be
used.
Your transfer back to camp may involve a short walk as the transport is not allowed near the
camp area. You will be dropped off as close as possible to the camp site and you must be
prepared to walk some distance.
On 11th Zul Haj, your RAMI Jamaraat will be organised at the time allocated by the
government. You will walk to Jamaraat and walk back to the camps. There is no transport
between the two points.
On 12th Zul Haj, the group will leave Mina by first doing the final RAMI of jamaraat and than
to Makka, from Jamaraat, either walking or on any transport available.
During the stay in the camps, regular khutbas will be delivered by scholars and important
instuctions will be announced.
Apart from meal, there will be refreshments available.
The furniture and other materials, in Mina camps, are for your use only in the mina camp
and not intended for you to borrow and take with you to Arafah.
You will not need anything to take to Arafah except your valuable, medication and sleeping
bag for use in Muzdalifa. All your other creature comforts and needs will be catered for by
the mutawwif.
13th Zul Haj is your free day in Makkah and also your final day in which to complete your last
process of Haj which is The Departure Tawaf or Tawaf ul Wida.
You will be asked to bring your luggage down to hotel lobby for transport to Madina ahead
of your own travel the next day. You will keep just your valuables and medications with you.

17.

MADINAH.

13th Zul Haj will be the only day free for you, in Makkah, to complete your remaining obligatory
process of your haj.
We plan to send your bulk luggage to Madinah ahead of you. As such, you will be expected to bring
down your luggage, except your valuable and one change of cloth, down to the hotel lobby after
maghrib on 13 Zul Haj.
This will leave you free to travel in comfort, the next day, to Madinah on our private coaches.
The coaches will arrive at the hotel once our Mutawwif Service has obtained them. It is likely to be
after you had your breakfast.
Hence you must be in the hotel after your fajar salah and having had your breakfast.
A notice giving a list of names for each bus will be put out in the hotel lobby and on every coaches.

You must board the specific coach that has been identified for you because your passports are
allocated, by the Ministry of Haj, as such. No changes can be made to that list.
Bearing in mind that the meal you get from us is complimentary, on this day of your transfer to
Madinah, there will be a light breakfast only.
The coaches will make a stopover around half way to Madinah to allow you to have a natural break.
You can buy your food at that stopover and offer any salah due at that time.
The coach will make a brief stop, at the government’s Pilgrims Arrival Centre, just outside Madinah
and carry on to your hotel.
You will receive your room keys at the hotel. As there are 350 hujjajs, it will take time for this
allocation. We ask that you bear with us and not converge on the group leader and let him do his
job.
All of you will get your rooms as soon as possible.
You will find your luggage either in the hotel lobby or dispersed on other floors. Our advise to you is
to locate your luggage, instead of waiting for your keys, and haul that to your rooms.
Once you had settled down, you can choose to either take a brief rest or freshen up and head to
Masjid e Nabavi and complete any salah you may have missed. Thereafter, proceed to the Rawda
and offer your salutation.
Males and females are segregated in the Prophet’s Masjid. From our hotel, Bab us Salam is the first
door for males. Sisters will have to walk a bit more for their section of the Masjid.
The sisters section, from where entry into Riad ul Jannah and Rawda is allowed at specific times, is
further away.
Notices about important information will be displayed in the hotel lobby.
Berra Marmara is a large hotel where there will be hujjajs from different group and countries will
also be staying.
Meal timing, like in Makka, will be similar and the process will be similar about your meal.
Mazarat will be organised, possibly the next day, so that those returning back home can get the
opportunity to have the guided tour.

End of Haj Tour and Flight back to UK.

Madinah airport.

The Ministry of Haj requires hujjajs to be ready for transfer to the airport at least 7 hours
before their flight.
Coaches for group, will arrive at the hotel before such scheduled transfer.
Your luggage will be loaded on these coaches and you will be asked to board the coach.
Expect to remain on the coach for long period of time before it is allowed to leave for the
airport.
Those of you, not returning back in group, will be sent to the airport in a taxi with relevant
official document to claim your passport back from the passport desk at the airport.
You will remain in your coaches until the airport authority allows you to get out. Your
luggage will be laid on the floor for you to identify and collect.
It will be your choice to either find a luggage trolley or else engage the airport porter who
will have a trolley. You will have to pay him.
Go and buy your 5 litre Zamzam water and mark it clearly.
Go and find the counter for your flight or follow your group leader who will take you to
appropriate desks.
The situation is chaotic at the airport where your patience will be tested again.
All airliners are strict on the free luggage allowance. You are advised to keep to your
allowance or else prepare to pay the excess luggage charges.
Head to departure gate. Collect your free copy of The Quran and go through security and to
the departure lounge.
Board your flight when they announce. Be prepared that you and your family may be seated
separately.

